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NEW YORK (API Vice President
Gerald H Ford said yesterday he
would have pushed the Watergate
investigation harder if he had been in
the White House when the scandals
first broke
In a question-and-answer session at
the annual meeting of The Associated
Press. Ford also called on President
Nixon to "do anything reasonable to
clear up the Watergate controversy,
including maximum cooperation with
the House Judiciary Committee's
impeachment probe.
Ford said he hoped Nixon would.

within the next 72 hours, turn over the
relevant material asked by the
committee from the White House
A subpoena issued by the committee
seeking tapes and documents from the
White House falls due Thursday
morning
IN RESPONSE to a question about
what he would have done if he had been
president at the time Watergate broke.
Ford said Nixon obviously was not kept
properly informed by his subordinates
and that he--Ford--would have
demanded better information

tewting OnM, Ohio
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Hopes Nixon will release topes;
declines any 1976 political candidacy
"Whether there should have been a
more vigorous prosecution of all the
details, that's a matter of judgment."
Ford said of the White House investigation "In my judgment. I would have
given a sort of nudge to my employees
as hard as I possibly could
Some of the people who should have
known obviously did not give him the
whole story"
#
Ford said neither he nor Nixon knew
anything about the burglary and
bugging of Democratic party headquarters in Washington's Watergate
complex during the 1972 presidential

election campaign but had discussed
the ramifications of the case
frequently
"I HAVE indicated to him on a
number of occasions that 1 thought he
should do anything reasonable in order
to clear up the problems that have
developed subsequent to Watergate
itsell." Ford said
' I have consistently said the sooner
any and all relevant evidence was
made available, the better the
Congress could consider, and the

American people evaluate, whether or
not he was involved prior to, ai the
time of, or subsequent" to the
Watergate break-in. Ford said.
"1 hope and trust that some time in
the next 48 or 72 hours, the White
House will cooperate to the maximum
in making available to the House
Committee on the Judiciary the
relevant material thai the committee
has requested." Kords.iid
The committees subpoena seeks
tapes and documents covering 42 White

The vice president said he based this
belief on conversations with Senate
minority leader Hugh Scott i R-I'a
and others who have heard white
House tapes, and on news reports
Ford reiterated, however, that he
had "scrupulously avoided" the
opportunity offered by Nixon to listen
to the tapes or read transcripts of
them, for fear of compromising the
disinterest of the man who would
succeed Nixon if the President leaves
office.

It wa* a truly political weekend.
But banners for political candidates weren't waiving,
campaign speeches weren't delivered and
leaflets
supporting party platforms were not distributed.
Instead, topics such as "Radical Feminism" and "Sexuality
and Self-help were discussed. Workshops on the women's
movement were held and participants of the Tri-State
Women's Coalition were free to talk about whatever was on

FORD SPOKE to about 1.300
newspaper and broadcast industry
leaders at the luncheon session in the
Waldorf-Astoria hotel After brief
introductory remarks, he spent about
20 minutes answering questions from
the audience

their minds.
Women? But what about the men? About 300 women
AND men attended the coalition, held from Friday to

The vice president repeated earlier
assertions that he was not seeking the
GOP nomination for the presidency in
1976

Sunday.
There was something for everyone. "Male liberation,"
"The Politics of Rape," "Women in the Soap Operas" and
"Non-Sexist Education" were only a few of the topics which
tried to help everyone better understand the women's and
men's movements, and themselves as individuals.
Sponsored by WOMEN, the three-day coalition attracted
students, instructors and speakers from surrounding states.
See page five for stories and additional photo.

"I have no intention of being a
candidate for any political office in
1976." Ford said, adding that he
sometimes wished he "was plain old
Jerry Ford of Michigan again "

Israel, Syria argue over mountain top
Artillery fired along the Syrian-Israeli front
and on strategic Mt Hermon yesterday while
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat sought ties with
Europe and praised American peace efforts in the
Middle East.
Israeli forces claimed full control of disputed
Mt Hermon amid artillery and long-distance
tank battles raging for the 42nd day on the Golan
Heights front.

WHILE FORD urged maximum cooperation, he retained the White House
language stressing
"relevant"
material Committee Chairman Peter
Hodino i D-N J I has said anything
short of full compliance with the
subpoena might be taken as a ground
for impeachment
In my judgment, the President is
innocent of charges based on the
definition of impeachment as it is
written in the Constitution. Ford said

Discussing liberation:
women's workshop
attracts men too!

By The Associated Press

House conversations in connection
with its Watergate impeachment
probe The White House has indicated
it will turn over what it considers
"relevant "

Syrian MIG jets penetrated into the October
war bulge during the fighting, the Israeli military
command admitted, but a spokesman denied
Arab claims that the Syrians and Israelis were
still struggling for control of the strategic
mountaintop.
"WE ARE sitting on it and we are controlling
it." the command spokesman said
The Israelis have built a zigzag road to the
9,200-foot summit and television pictures have

shown Jewish troops posted in caves and
sandbagged dugouts on the snowy summit. Israeli
tanks also were perched on the top
The biblical peak, captured by Israel in the
October Mideast war and registered with the
United Nations, was abandoned during the bitter
cold winter there It commands a view of the
entire Golan battlefield and the Syrian capital of
Damascus 25 miles away.
In Jerusalem, the ruling Labor party chose
Yitzhak Kabin. a former chief of staff and

ambassador to Washington, to replace Golda
Meir as premier, party officials announced He
was expected to start immediately to try to form
a new government
IN CAIRO. President Anwar Sadat announced
that Egypt and West Germany had agreed to
form a ministerial commission to promote
political, economic and cultural cooperation and
added. "European-Arab collaboration is essential
at the present time."

Ford was a veteran member of
Congress and House Republican leader
before Nixon picked him to succeed
Spiro T. Agnew as vice president Ford
said he finds the job challenging
enough to make it interesting, but I
wouldn't go back and run again."

Weather
Considerable cloudiness and
cool today and tomorrow. Highs
today near SO, lows tonight In the
mid and upper 30s. High tomorrow
In the Ms. Chance of rain 20 per
cent today and 10 per cent tonight.

Fry plans 'cleanest government'
ByJoanGestl
Editor
"Republican'' Tired of apologizing''"
Charles E. Fry iR-Springfieldl.
candidate for Ohio governor, wants to
restore ethics to the Republican party
and especially to state government.
Rather than appealing only to
certain interest groups. Fry said his
campaign is for "independents, turnedoff Republicans and disappointed
Democrats."

••Fry

AND HE THINKS he can do the job
with a plank that includes:
-Integrity in government;
-Tightening state government;
-Establishing accountability
in
government;
-Channeling more interest towards
primary, secondary and higher
education.
He said that every Republican
candidate for election this year "will
have Watergate hanging around their
necks."
"If elected, I promise to give Ohio
ths cleanest government of all 50 states
in the union. And it begins with
government integrity," Fry said.
Hammering at ethics in government,
he said he deplores the practice of
kickbacks from deputy auto registrars
for the sale of auto licenses.
The five-term state representative
questioned why Gov. John J. Gilligan
must depend on such practices for
financial support. He also said he
frequently has heard Ohio Democrats
admit that political patronage for
license registrars is a repugnant
practice.
"But they say the same thing was
happening during the Rhodes

administration, so why worry'' The
fact is, if it's wrong, it s wrong!" Fry
said
"If I'm elected, the kickbacks will be
eliminated."
Also, he said he will eliminate
awarding political contributors with
stale appointments or contracts.

countability in government starts with
state agencies.
"When you give a government
agency money, you have to know how it
will be spent. Since Gilligan took
office, there have been nearly 9.000
more state employees on the payroll
And no one knows why

EXPLAINING THE second plank of
his campaign, Fry said: "We have
today the sloppiest operation of state
government we've had in a long time.
And employee morale is low. When
morale is low, you won't get good
production." Hence, he said Ohioans
are not getting enough for their tax
dollars.
"The Ohio EPA (Environmental
Protection Agency) is a prime
example of the autocratic
mismanagement I'm talking about. At
first, people from the EPA were put
out into the field to help others solve
their problems. And consequently, the
EPA itself made some pretty stupid
mistakes."
Speaking on higher education. Fry
charged the Gilligan administration
with "gross deception" in the
distribution of state income tax
revenues for higher education in Ohio.
Gilligan promoted the state income
tax proposal because he thought it
would solve educational problems. Fry
said. "But only about three per cent of
the nearly 15 billion in additional
revenue generated during the biennium
is being used for higher education." he
said.
"This is why universities feel they
are being ignored when it comes to
increased funding."

Fry said that if elected, state
departments wishing to hire more
employees first must request his
permission, and if the request is
granted, it will be made public.
"We want to make the government
the servant of the people I don't
believe in the spoils system," he said.
Jobs won't be promised to anyone '

FRY'S PLAN FOR establishing ac-

"We all know the Serpico story."
Fry said if a policeman doesn't
report corruption, he's looked at as an
outcast by the rest of society And if he
doesn't go along with what the rest of
the people in his department are doing,
he's just not accepted "
If the state agency can work with
county sheriffs and local police
officers. Fry said, corruption can be
reported without endangering the
rights of the person who reported it

ASKED ABOUT possible plans for
using money generated from the state
lottery, Fry said:
"I'm not
enthusiastic about it (the lottery)
because we have no idea what it will
generate It's still premature. We're
getting unprecedented amounts of
money in the state legislature by the
state income tax

COMMENTING on Ohio's national
guardsmen and the Kent State killings.
Fry said he feels former Guv James
Rhodes has a responsibility to testify
during the Kent trials
"As for the guardsmen, 1 feel Ohio
has a committment to support them
Yet. justice and consideration must be
given to all parties involved.'
Fry will not ask for President
Nixon's campaign support.
"I want the people to accept Charlie
Fry and his program on the merits he
offers, and not on the President's
endorsement." he said

Right now. there's about $200
million in the state treasury. Maybe
Gilligan wants to give the impression
of fiscal responsibility. But U we
rechannel the money, we won't have to
depend on the funds from the lottery "
Asked if his emphasis on ethics in
government will be influenced by
police corruption in Ohio's larger
cities. Fry offered his solution.
Through establishment of a state law
enforcement agency, police officers
would be able to report violations
within their departments to the state,
rather than to officials within their
departments.

An honor graduate of Ohio State
University with a bachelors degree in
administration. Fry served as an FBI
special agent during World War II.
During his 12 years in the Ohio House
and Senate, he was selected as the outstanding first-term Senator by both
Republicans and Democrats. He
served two terms as Speaker Pro Tern
of the Ohio House, and was elected
president of the National Soceity of
State Legislators in 1971.
In addition, Fry was named most
effective representative in the 109th
General Assembly on the basis of bills
introduced and enacted
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cheap campaigning
by senate candidates
Some pretty cheap politics were played Saturday in Toledo by the two
Democratic contenders for the U.S. Senate seat: Howard Metzenbaum
and John Glenn
The two spent the day charging the other with receiving money from
Republicans to finance their efforts to win the primary.
Metzenbaum alleged that Glenn received at least $31,000 from four
Republicans, indicating that Glenn supports the philosophy of the
Republican industrialists.
Glenn, meanwhile, denied that he was receiving significant support
from the Republicans although admitting that he has received some
money from "traditional GOP backers."
However, Glenn said his opponent probably has received more
financial support from the Republicans than he has.
It is unfortunate that the two spent so much of their Toledo campaign
charging each other with taking huge sums of money from Republican
interests.
Recent surveys show that voters do not have an overbearing amount of
respect for politicians, and the behavior of Glenn and Metzenbaum
Saturday helped reinforce that mistrust.
The two candidates should have spent more lime airing their views on
issues of interest to voters.
We can't say who was telling the truth because we don't know. And,
unfortunately, neither do the voters. When two politicians do nothing
more than charge each other with the same faults, the voters don't know
who to believe.
If Glenn and Metzenbaum are both as honest as they claim, they would
tell it as it is. Only then would voters be able to make a responsible and
knowledgeable choice.

agnew's sense of humor
NEW YORK. NY-Listening to his
oratory for five years, some of us
never suspected that somewhere inside
Spiro Agnew there lurked-this will
stun you-a sense of humor.

Harriet Vu Hera*

His new novel, we are advised by a
Republican who read it, is "terribly
witty" The drolleries are said to
outshine even such classic Agnewisms
as "nattering nabobsol negativism."
The Ladies' Home Journal, which
carries an excerpt from Merry
Agnew's new novel in its May issue,
allows Newsweek to quote some
excerpts. And, by golly, they are funny.
Much funnier than "hysterical
hypochondriacs of history."
THEY'RE funny the way radio soap
opera and Jacqueline Susann are
funny. And before we feel guilty for not
acknowledging Agnew as a man of
letters, just remember that he was
paid 1250.000 for this tale of love and
intrigue in official Washington.
The plot line must have come to
author Agnew as he was nodding over
the late, late show. It's about a Vice
President who falls in love with the
secretary of health, education and
welfare. She, let us quickly add, is 34,
very sexy and beautiful

have to set it all down. A new book, "A
Heartbeat Away," tells the whole
squalid tale of the investigation of
Agnew and his subsequent resignation.
It's the work of two excellent
reporters, Jules Witcover and Richard
M.Cohen (Viking Press I.
THE DETAILS are documented, the
fall of a proud man is told unsparingly
but not without compassion.

When Porter Newton Canf ield-that's
the Vice President-catches a whiff of
madam secretary's perfume his
thoughts turn, naturally, to infidelity
'He's no effete intellectual with ice in
his veins.
THAT "SUBTLE, floral bouquet
was maddening. "Why, he wondered,
' did his wife wear that weird stuff that
left a lingering impression of a wet
dog-at $50 an ounce?"
Agnew swears he has no ghostwriter
Those wet dog jests are all his own He
also insists that the Vice President in
his novel (the treacly title is "A Very
Special Relationship") is definitely not
himself
The fact that Health.
Education and Welfare is headed by
Caspar Weinberger certainly should
confirm his claim
He is still "too bitter." Agnew
contides, to set down the real story of
his rise and fall. But he may never

As one reviewer said, it's "a sad
book, a necessary book " It adds new
luster to the name of Elliot Richardson
and further tarnishes the records of
both Agnew and the President.
In general, we all know the charges
that ended Agnew's career in
government. He was accused of taking
cash payments for many years from
contractors with whom the state of
Maryland had done business during his
governorship
A reputation for honor does not
necessarily commend you to Richard
Nixon. Agnew's mediocre record was
overlooked by a Nixon who was deeply
impressed by what might be called
Agnew's hard-hat racism
DURING THE time that Mr Nixon
was casting around lor a running mate,
we read. Agnew dealt harshly with
three major incidents involving
Maryland blacks." One of these

"incidents" was the Baltimore riot
following the murder of Martin Luther
King The "liberal" governor of
Maryland was suddenly perceived by
Mr. Nixon "as what he had always
been -a rigid authoritarian."
Mr. Nixon's aide on the extreme
right. Pat Buchanan, gave clippings to
his boss telling of Agnew's toughness
with restless blacks The rest is
history.
The agony of Agnew, his efforts to
maintain his position and protest his
innocence, is set forth here in a new
light It turns out that the President,
while voicing his support of his Vice
President, was desperately plotting to
expedite his departure
The problem was that Agnew wanted
to leave with as much dignity and
honor as be could salvage. It was
entirely owing to the decency of then
Atty Gen Richardson that he did not
receive the sentence Judge Walter
Hoffman might legally have imposed:
five years in prison and a 110.000 fine.
THE AUTHORS conclude on a
charitable note Prison would have
been a cruel fate for Agnew. they say.
The knowledge that he was found unfit
for office is no doubt a "sell imprisonment as confining as any physical
incarceration."
Copyright 1174, Los Aageles Tunes

transcripts found on floor
ByKraniC. Zrllich
619 S. College Dr. Apt. 1
Guett Columnist
Lost Transcripts
Last spring break 1 was watching TV
with a friend of mine while her spouse
was cleaning out some papers from the
closet. He was going through some old
files when, with an exclamation of
surprise, he turned to me with a sheet
of paper In his hand
Last year. Winter of 1973. to be
precise, he had found that slip of paper
on the floor of the Reading Room in the
old library and had meant to show it to
me, but had forgotten

'ELEMENTARY, MY DEAR HEARST . . . YOUR DAUGHTER IS OBVIOUSLY A CRIMINAL!'

THE PIECE of paper was a
notarized transcript from Hi.si
double dated to show date sent (Jan.
26, 19731 and date received (Jan 29.
19731 It was my transcript and 1 was

quite upset as I had applied to 10
schools and the National Science
Foundation for graduate assistantships
at that time.
That it was lying on the floor
indicated a very sloppy records system
on someone's part What's worse, it
wasn't until recently I lound out one of
the reasons I didn't receive offers from
most places was because of incomplete
portfolios
Apparently, they didn't receive all
letters of recommendation, transcripts
and test scores.
I CHECKED with both the Graduate
School Admissions office here at
Bowling Green and the Registrar's
office. Nobody can explain the mystery
as the Grad school doesn't use
notarized transcripts for undergraduates enrolled at BGSU
The only thing I can say now is that
students applying to post-graduate

graffiti provides clues to post
Bv Cindy J. Guydosh

328 W. Even St.
Guest Student Columnist
Contrary to popular belief, the
archives of Bowling Green Slate
University are not in Hooni 310 ol the
library
A better source of Information
related to pasl attitudes and objectives
.has been left by our predecessors
embedded in the desk tops, chairs.
walls, and restrooms at BGSl.
These writings are easily accessible
and seem to be fairly permanent This
is due to their evolution from early
cave drawings and tree drawings,
which were the medium of choice
during the past generations
SINCE THE advent of the Hair,
however, the messages expounded
upon by today's graffiti ist have
become more retined
It has been lound that the record kept
in desk tops is the most expressive
Basic desk tops graffiti deals in
worldly issues directly aflecting the
composer
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It has been widely recorded, for
example. Ihat speed kills' and lhat
there is "still time lett-" In a more
prolound area, there is evidence lhat
"A is A" and that "Bob is on a leash "
The significance of the original
meaning has been lost due to the
continual deposits ol later artists
However, there can be no doubt
about the impact that must have been
made by these pertinent concerns of
our torelathers at the time of their
presentation
This type of philosophical
commentary gave way to later
generations and their frustrations
These forms became simple and to the
point Who can doubt the intensity of
"pimple," Sex. "pig." or "moon "

The simplicity and effectiveness of
graffiti finally attracted the attenlion
of social protestors, who began to
expoit the medium.
Opposing opinions appeared to
involve a subconscious break Irom
reality, since the confusing
combinations of "Mr. Spock" and
Mickey Mouse." "Ripple" and
"Harvey Wallbanger." or "hot pants"
and "I'm bored" can be found
creatively scratched into the varnish
around campus
THE DEVIATION of present gralfiti
from the old structured form is evident
in the abstract pairing ol "Robert
Redford" and "Mother Goose." and
"F.xcorcist" and Peter Pan "

Graffiti can occur in seasonal cycles.
For example, a direct decendent of the
tree carving era can be observed more
readily in the spring
These types have a characteristic
heart shaped border and contain
personal expressions of endorsement
However, in today's liberal society
more meaningful sentiments can be
passed along.
THESE INCLUDE
Adolf and
Bemto". "Doc and Bert", "Henry
and Joe". "Murgatroyd and Floyd."
and the famous "Bob. Ted. Carol and
Alice."
Hopefully the masters of the ancient
art of defacement will open up new

for art students
An incoming Ireshman at Bowling
Green is obligated to take proficiency
exams in Knglish. Music and Foreign
language when applicable, and can
request exams in any other area except
Art
Are the administrators so naive as to
think all Art students are at the same
level'' Many advanced students waste
their time in introductory courses
working at a grammar school level
with scissors, glue, construction paper
andcrayons
THE ADVANCED students in my
class worked with a design professor
whose motto was "we may not learn a
helluva lot, but we'll make great
friends " And at the end of the quarter
when we went to get our work critiqued
this same professor told us all about
fraternities, and little was said about
Art
The School ol Art has good Art
History courses with well-informed
instructors that Art majors are
required to take, so why are we Art
majors subjected to vague, poorly done

Grade Requirements
On page five of the April 5th issue of
The BG News there appears an article.
"Grade requirements change for
magna cum laude grads."
It reflects administration concern
over a rather unusual situation:
"grade inflation " Grade inflation is
also referred to as "the easy A."
What is happening is that across the
country many instructors are reluctant
to give F's and D's and eager to give
B's and As in order to be liked by the
students
WHAT THIS means is that if present
trends continue, an "A" will be 3.954.00, B, 3.90-3.95: C. 3 85-3.90; D. 3.803.85 and F anywhere below 3.80
Since grade inflation will vary from
year to year and campus to campus,
your GPA will become increasingly
worthless as your real abilities will not
be estimatable from your transcript.

areas for future leaders to expound
upon
With the price of wood prohibiting
the use of old style desks and the
advent of plastic and metal fixtures,
the graffiti ist has an uphill fight.

HOWEVER, as long as there is a pen
to write, a knife to gouge or paint to
spray, the University students will be
blessed with the provocative
objectivity exemplified by the author
of "death to all communists" or the
socially significant comments written
by BGSU-ites. such as "not tonite."
"call 352-0000," or "later babe."

LeiTers
proficiency test

programs should double check the
transmission and receipt of all letters,
forms, transcripts and test scores

I came to school to immerse myself
in academia. not to get a grade or
diploma. But I must admit that my
accum has been a private source of
pride as it is a means of measuring my
progress.
To find it increasingly becoming
worthless is a very downer experience.
The grade inflation also seems to lead
to academic laziness and contributes to
an atmosphere not conducive to
scholarly pursuit or knowledge
I would suggest that grading limits of
some sort be placed on instructors by
the Registrar. Possibly some uniform
testing could be held by the
departments or University and remove
the matter completely from the
instructors
Stadium Concert

television lectures associated with
introductory courses^
1 leel that introductory courses that
deal with art majors should do away
with TV lectures or at least present
them so they don't insult our
intelligence.
I ALSO suggest that the Art
Department give some type of
proficiency test This test could be as
simple as drawing a still-life
A few changes are all that's needed
to make the School of Art more like a
school of art.
Greg Johnson
109 Kohl

prisoner
needs mail
I am a 22-year-old prisoner at Marion
Correctional Institute who wishes to
coorespond with anyone who will
write.
I am 5'9". weigh 175, white and
lonely.
Randy Myers
130-188
P.O. Box 57
Marion. Ohio 43302

upset
by
tuition
You know in the past four years I
never have complained much about
any type of policies the University has
set up. Although not in total agreement
with all of them, they never have upset
me enough to write a letter to the
editor.
But now something is bothering me
and I feel, as a senior, this view needs
discussion.
At our first student teaching meeting
I stood up to address Mr. Joseph
Martini of the Bursar's office. I asked
why must student teachers pay $260 for
tuition plus a $36 "lab" fee to leave BG
and teach other students.
I ASKED him where this money
goes. As everyone (approximately
1,500 students! watched. Mr. Martini
became very tongue-tied as to where
this money went.
We all still left the meeting very
disgusted with the whole idea,
especially out-of-state students who

pay $600 to student teach. 1 can see
paying the $50 general fee. but where
does the rest of this money go? It
surely does not go for instruction, for
we are the instructors.
As I mentioned to Mr. Martini, when
the University hits me for my alumni
pledge donations they may use the
money I paid for tuition ($3001 to
student teach as my alumni
contribution.
I DON'T know many recent grads
that give $300, as a donation, do you,
Mr Martini?
Bob Grainer
7067th St.

Until recently BGSU has three
organizations to handle concertsUnion Activities. Student Activities
and Cultural Boost. In the put these
groups found it impossible to use the
stadium because of prohibitive
restrictions from the Administration.
Now all of a sudden, SBO President
Doug Bugie has arranged for a
fraternity to gain access to the stadium
for purposes of holding a concert and
he appears to be supported by Dr.
Moore.
I WOULD appreciate it very much if
someone would explain to me and
many other mystified observors. how
the wheels of fate managed to churn
out such a curious anomaly.

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns:
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial.
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten. We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced.
The. News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste.
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News, 10$
University Hall.
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Girls present differing views

Students in Washington report
By ROM Hunt
MaaafiM Editor
Are people on Capitol Hill
friendly and happy? Or are
tbey faking it?
Two University students
working in Washington DC.
this quarter yesterday
presented conflicting views
on the moods of national
representatives.
According to Leslie
Rothenberg. sophomore
(B A l. Washington residents are friendly and
helpful
I expected people on the
Hill to be cold, but I've
never run into any
problems.' she said "I've
never run into anyone .vho
wasn't friendly."
But Beth Lindeman.
sophomore (Ed.), called the
Washington atmosphere
"pseudo-happiness." She
said people relate to each
other through their job
orientations and what they
are doing is always more
important than what you are
doing '
LINDEMAN added that
Washington residents aren't
mean but "they're not really
friendly."
Rothenberg is working on
the College Republican National Committee with University students Rob Pansy,
junior IBA.I, and Chuck
Wehrle, sophomore cB.A.i.
The committee has chapters

Nominafe your
best professor
The nomination period for
the Outstanding Professor
awards has been extended
through this week
Rick Morrow, junior
i Ed i and Student Body
Organization coordinator for
academic affairs, said the
awards will be presented to
professors who are believed
to have the most desirable
qualities tor teaching
Nominations may be sent
to 405 Student Services Bldg

on college campuses that try
to get students active in the
Republican Party.
Research seems to be the
key word to describe
Rothenberg's job She has
investigated legal age
policies and is collecting
Information for a pamphlet
describing college-aged
Republicans.
Rothenberg said her
experiences working with
the Republican Party have
changed her views on
President Nixon
"BEFORE 1 came. 1 was
swayed into the public bias
against Nixon." she said. "I
really don't think he knew
much about it i Watergate ■
He is a very strong man and
one of our better
presidents "
Rothenberg's work rarely
brings her in contact with
Nixon's activities, but she
was present when the
President's tax records

were subpoenaed
Answering mail, writing
statements and researching
bills in Congress are a few
duties Lindeman has as an
intern in New York Rep
Elizabeth Holtman's office.
LINDEMAN also has
worked with lawyers
through the congresswoman's office She said the
University requires that she
avoid doing much clerical
work in order to obtain
credit for her internship
Through Experimental
Studies, the four students
will receive 16 credit hours
toward their group requirement They must do two
research papers and keep a
journal of (heir experiences
Finding a place to live
while working in Washington
was difficult. Rothenberg
said, because the students
needed a furnished
accommodation with a
three-month lease

The four students found a
townhouse in Alexandria.
Va. Lindeman said Washington is a 12-minute drive from
home that stretches to 30
minutes during rush hour
She said social life in
Washington is "just about
zero
"YOU DON'T know
hardly anyone unless you
meet them through the
office.'' she said. "People
tend lo stick to themselves."

NEW YORK (API - An explosion
attributed to gas leaking in a
commercial building rocked the East
Side of Manhaitan near (he United
Nations yesterday and injured at leas( 75
persons in (he neighborhood
The blast damaged four nearby
diplomatic missions--ot Nepal,
Indonesia. Burundi and Laos -and
shaKered (he windows of hundreds ol
sleeping residents for blocks around
The 6 58 am. explosion sent 75
persons (o hospitals In addition. 11
policemen were hurt in rescue and
search operations, according to police
and hospital spokesmen

No girls
LORAIN
l APi Jackie Sigman.
U. of Lorain didn't make the cltjr'l
Little League baseball (earn, the
program's director. Jack Wolf, said
yesterday without giving a reason But
Jackie said she knew why.
"The only reason I didn't make it was
because 1 was a girl," the sixth grader

P9-"
Rothenberg said being in
Washington with other University students is helpful
because ths students can
identify with each other. She
added that she likes the
neighborhood in which they
are living because they have
good neighbors

Studenf awards
for news coverage
Five University students
claimed awards at the
Region 4 convention of the
Society of Professional Journalists. Sigma Delta Chi.
last Friday in Cleveland
The "Mark of Excellence"
first prize for the best news

newsnotes
Explosion

She said the students have
been sightseeing and have
gone to bars in Georgetown,
"but most of the guys are

said yesterday after getting the negative
word "I think that 1 did better than
some of the boys out there And 1 think
I'll take it to court
Wolf said last week prior to Saturday's
tryouts that he felt girls had a right to
play, "but 1 don't want boys and girls
playing together
.
Baseball is a contact sport, a girl
could be hurt," he said

Peace slow
WASHINGTON (API - Graham A
Martin. U.S. ambassador to South
Vietnam, says progress toward peace in
Vietnam has come at a pace much
slower than most Americans had hoped
In an inlerview in (his week's U.S.'
News & World Report. Mai tin said he is
hopelul Congress will appropriate the
full amount the Defense Department has
requested lor South Vietnam for fiscal
1975
If this is done, he said. "I am certain
the process ol negotiation will be
speeded, leading to a drastic reduction
in the intensity ol fighting."

BOOK SALE AND
SPECIAL VALUE IMPORTS
-Over 1,000 Titles-

story under deadline
pressure went to editorial
edilor Jim Wasserman and
staff reporter Nancy
Laughlin for their piece on
the truckers' strike in
December.
Former staff photographer Gene Puskar won a
first-place award in the
feature
photography
category
Editor Joan Gestl copped
a second-place award in the
editorial writing category
for an editorial on pay
denied to Student Body
Organization officers.
The News received an
honorable mention in the
best student newspaper
category
Gary Honnert. newsman
at WTOL-TV. Channel 11.
received a third-place
award in the television
broadcasting category

Kite
caught

Dovo Sopp, junior (Id.). comid.n rescuing hit kit* from a troo
in front of Mosoloy Hall. Tht strong wind ruinod many kitot,
fritboo games and Iannis matches on Sunday. (Nawtphoto
by Marry LaFontaina)

Glenn's income below expenses
By The Associated Press
Expenditures of $116,607
only partially offset by
income of $77,014 for the
period March 1-April IS
were reported yesterday by
John Glenn's Senate
campaign committee
Glenn, running for the
Democratic nomination for
the U.S. Senate, borrowed
$38,014 and got $24,600 from

other sources, records filed
with Secretary ol State Ted
W Brown showed
Candidates for federal
office are required lo file
financial slatments 15 days
before an election, and again
five days prior to the
election. Ohio's primary
elections are May 7.
Glenn's opponent in the

Senate primary, U.S.
Howard M Metzenbaum tDOhioi. said meanwhile in a
statement his report would
show receipts ol $298,460.15
for the period and expenditures of $291,870 15 for the
March 1-April 15 period
METZENBAUM'S campaign director, James J.
Schiller, said in the state-

ment over one-third of the
total, $101,500. was in contributions from union workers.
The senator, in the
statement, renewed his
charge that "about half of
the colonel's campaign will
be financed by Republicans
who want to stack the
Democratic primary in
John's favor."

Amaze your
friends.

50 AMERICAN
MASTERPIECES

Art

SAVINGS OF 40%, 60%, 80%

Fiction
History
Sports
Hand crafts

When you finish your Big Mac, they'll say,
"boy. can he pack it away ' Two beef patties.
lettuce, cheese, special sauce, a sesame seed bun Wow.

Occult
Cooking
Social Sciences
Literature
Physical Sciences
& Many More
Begins Today
Tuesday, April 23, 1974

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Bldg.
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5; Sat. 9-5

McDonald's
u

U

1050 S. MAIN
1470 E. WOOSTER

Fieao 4/Th. M N«w., Tut-edoy, April 23, If74

We reserve the i«M to limit
quantities Prices & items
effective it Krofer in Metro
BG stores only Men. April 22
thru Sun. April 28 None told
to dealers CopynfM 1974. The
Krofer Co

COMING
TO

BOWLING GREEN

Skop Kroger From The
Handbill Delivered
to Yeir Doer
This Week aid
Sti Haw
Kroger SLASHED
HUNDREDS
OF PRICES!

WEDNESDAY AT 12 NOON
APRIL 24th

Oxford House
CAMPUS CLOTHIER

BETWEEN FOOTS DRY CLEANERS 4 FALCON PIZZA

GREAT'100,000
STORE-WIDE
STOCK REDUCTION

Club plans
The University's Sports
Media and Administrators
Club ISM AC I will sponsor
the first annual "Bowling
Green Day at Cedar Point."
Friday, May 31.
Bob Moyers, club advisor,
said that the BG day will
feature a $7 Funday ticket
that will include the usual
Cedar Point admission price
of (6.25 for all rides and
attractions besides other
bonus events.
There will be an afterhours "Oldies But Goodies"
dance from 10 pro. until 1
a.m.. and an opportunity to

SALE
The REASON FOR THIS
A MESSAGE FROM OXFORD HOUSE

Just a word about VALUES BARGAINS ■ DISCOUNTS ETC. - Call them what you
will. It is out belief that a BARGAIN is a BARGAIN only whan it is regular Brand Name
merchandise from our regular stocks that conditions have forced a genuine — worth
while MARKDOWN to be applied; causing a meaningful reduction in price. This way of
thinking has made it well known throughout the Bowling Green Area and for a great
distance around our store that our SALES provide the people with WELL DESERVED
RELIEF FROM TODAY'S SKY ROCKETING PRICES - TRUE MONEY SAVING VALUES
on America's finest Men's Wearing Apparel and Furnishings of Lasting Worth —
Apparel you can be proud to own. We do our utmost throughout the year to bring you
the finest of QUALITY - NAME BRANDS AND STYLING - all new each season. In
line with our iron bound policy of carrying no merchandise from one Season to another now comes the Greatest Genuine Money Saving event of our business Career.
All present stocks must be closed out to make room for new merchandise. We urge
you not to miss our sale! We promise you won't be disappointed.

ARRANGE STORE AND STOCKS AND TO
ENGAGE AND TRAIN EXTRA SALES HELP.

2 Men's Wear Salesman
2 Cashiers

2 Sales Ladies
2 Cashiers

Experience Preferred but not absolutely necessary — Apply at Store, this
morning promptly at 10:30 A.M.

DON'T BUY A DOLLARS WORTH
of men's clothing and furnishings until the

SALE BEGINS WEDNESDAY
PROMPTLY AT NOON
APRIL 24th - BE THERE

RUNNING with Dartt is a
former McGovern campaign
coordinator from Tiffin,
Harold Seeberger.
Florio said much of
Dartt's campaign has been
conducted by mail, with
literature mailed to former
McGovern supporters.
He said 300-350 letters
have already been sent, and
more will be mailed. Moat of
the contributions for Dartt's
candidacy about ll&O-have
been used for stamps and
letters. Florio said.

'Funday'
have a photo taken with any
member of the basketball
team which will be a special
guest at Cedar Point that
day.
SMAC members will sell
tickets during the next two
weeks before the public sale
of tickets starts in the Union
May 1. Also. 500 round-trip
bus tickets, available for (4
each, can be obtained
through any club member.
Special group discount
rales of 16.50 a ticket for
groups of 25 or more also are
available

The Student Government Association, formerly known as
the Student Body Organization, will hold an open meeting at
9 p in tonight in 114 Business Administration Bldg.
The name change, which was approved by last
administration, will be discussed at the meeting. Some
appointed positions will be filled and a vote will be taken on
a constitutional amendment.

Weekend bike thefts,
damages reported
Campus Safety reported
that a malicious destruction
and several thefts occurred
during the weekend.
A tape player and tape
were taken from a vehicle
belonging to Dave Gagley,
sophomore (Ed.), while the
car was parked in lot eight.
Total value of the items was
(85

Kroger

m».«.49el

CHILI WITH BEANS
I Peter Pan

PEANUT BUTTER

,*,12^ 97cfl

Chicken. Turkey or Meatloaf

BANQUET DINNERS

c|

n~*39

Plain, Meat or Mushroom

EXTRA HELP WANTED

BUT DESPITE her lack of
time for other matters
(Dartt said she is still
making up incomplete
grades from last quarter)
she said she doesn't regret
running.
"I'm
still
very
interested," she said, "It's
just the campaigning that
gets me down."
Florio said Dartt'a
campaign is "looking fairly
good," and added that she is
working harder than any
other candidate.
She is running against
Harry Heyman, the Democratic Party chairman of
Sandusky County, and Allan
Schroeder. the son of the
Putnam County Democratic
leader.

SBO now SGA

WAIT AND WATCH FOR
WEDNESDAY'S BG NEWS FOR
FULL DETAILS OF
THIS GREAT SALE.

STORE WILL BE CLOSED ALL DAY
TODAY AND UNTIL NOON TOMORROW
TO MARK DOWN PRICES -

With the May 7 primary
elections just two weeks
away, Denise Dartt, junior
(A&Sl, describes herself as
"frazzled."
Dartt is running for a
position as delegate to the
1974 Democratic mid-term
convention this December,
and she is finding that campaigning for office can be a
drag-especially twice in one
year.
She successfully campaigned for a position on the
Student Body Organization
(SBO) Steering Committee
in February, a job she said
she is trying to adjust to.
But she admits that her
second campaign is a little
more tiring.
"I'M JUST getting a little
anxious," Dartt said
yesterday. "I can't wait
until May 7 so I can see what
the outcome Is."
Dartt has been busy
making sure the outcome is
in her favor.
She has attended several
Democratic party functions
recently, including a dance,
several dinners and a fish
fry. And her campaign
manager, Mike Florio,
senior (ArJtS). is always
planning more functions.
Dartt said.

LOCATED AT 518 E. WOOSTER ST.
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

SALE

Dartt: second time
around in a year

RAGU SPAGHETTI SAUCE
KROGER APPLESAUCE
t*K*m.*nUt.tlLM.1»$rM;tmtmUUL*iHL

*.*38c|
i*c»25c|

A spokesman for the University golf course reported
that 18 flags were stolen
from the course Total value
of the flags is about (65.
Two five-speed Schwinn

bicycles belonging to Jan
Eikum, sophomore (Mus.
Ed.). were reportedly taken
while parked near the School
of Music Building.
Combined value of the bikes
is (160.
Also, a (120 Schwinn 10speed bike was repor'sdly
taken from KreischerDarrow. The bike belonged
to Paul Maykuth. sophomore
(B.A.).
Someone reportedly threw
an object through a main
window of the Harshman
dining hall. Damage was
estimated at (200.

Wordsworth to perform
Richard
Wordsworth,
famous English stage and
film actor, will present a

Home Ec
scholarship
Upperclassmen enrolled
as majors in Home
Economics are invited to
apply for a scholarship given
by Sigma Alpha Omega
Honorary Home Economics
Society of Toledo
The May A. Blanchard
Scholarship is available to
women living within a 50mile radius of Toledo who
have a 3.0 accumulative
average
in
Home
Economics and a 2.5, or
better, overall.
Application forms may be
obtained in the Home
Economics Office, 103
Shatzel HaU. Deadline is
Mayl.
For further information
write to Penelope B. Reder,
6115 Foxcroft, Toledo, Ohio,
or call 841.4517.

one-man show entitled "Let
Me Play the Lion, Too: An
Actor's
View
of
Shakespeare," Thursday.
The performance will be
at 8 p.m. in the Alumni
Room, Union. Wordsworth,
the great, great grandson of
the English poet William
Wordsworth, appeared here
in 1970 on the 200th anniversary of the poet's birth.
The program is sponsored
by the Colloquia Committee
of the English department,
and ia free and open to the
public.
Several undergraduate
and graduate students from
the University have
attended the Wordworth
Rydal Mount summer school
at Ambleside. England,
which will be held this year
from Aug. 19-Sept 1
Students interested In
receiving credit for
attending this school should
contact personnel in the
undergraduate English advising office, 215 University
Hall.
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'Threat of rape is rape itself1
By M«rcU Skater
Suit Reporter
Are you on a rape
fcbedule? Consider these
points.
-where you live;
--your
job
and
transportation;
-the way you dress at
certain times of the day;
-the way you relate to
men on the street.
Do you avoid travel at
night or pass up activities
you enjoy because of the
(ear of being raped?
"If this fear influences
your life style, then you are
on a rape schedule." according to Sunny Graff, staff
coordinator at the Columbus
Rape Crisis Center.
Graff, speaking on "the
politics of rape" at a rape
prevention workshop last
weekend at the Women's
Coalition, said the threat of
rape is rape itself

Talking
things over

About 300 mm and wwn»n portkipotad in lent waakand't Tri-Siat* Wonwn'i
CaalitMMi. Rap teutons, lik« lh« on* above war* h*M to dbcutt topkt »uch at
liberation movtrntnli, lh* malt-ltmolt roU in wxioty and lh* Equal Rights
Amendment (Nowtphoro by Lauren Carter)

for me This fear makes me
a victim," she added
"A forcible rape is just an
extension of the kinds of
things we women go through
every day." she continued
"The built up fears of rape
are trying to keep women
down "
The key to abolishing rape
crimes is to change society's
attitudes about women.
Graff said

deeper into the basic issues,
we found ourselves getting
really involved
"Men's liberalion is not
merely something to help
women, men's liberation
will also help men." he said
"We support the goals of
the women's movement both
altruistically and selfishly.'
Cornillon said
"If the
women are successful then
we will be too."
"Liberation" implies a
movement against something "We are against all
forms of sexual discrimination," Florio said
"Sex role oppression is not
just an economic thing concerning jobs and salaries. It
is also a social thing concerning behavior "
Klono said the idea of the
way people are supposed to
act prevent them from
behaving the way they really
feel "This is a form of institutional discrimination."

Men are nothing more
than success objects
That's a belief expressed
by a member of the Bowling
Green Men's Liberation Collective at a Women's Coalition workshop last weekend
on "male liberation."
"The sexuality of men is
degraded. Men are not seen
as attractive in themselves,
but only as a means to
economic success." John
Koppelman t'ornillon.
member of the collective
and part-time experimental
studiet instructor, said
"Women are looked at
more on physical terms and
men are looked at on
economic terms." he said
"This is why both men and
women need liberation
MIKE FLORIO. senior
(A&S) and member of the
collective, explained the
origin of the male liberation
movement
"At first, we thought if we
supported black liberation,
chicano liberation and the
liberation of all oppressed
peoples, then we should
support women's liberation,
too. " he said. " But as we got

"MALE MAKES move A,
then female follows with
move B," Florio said. "We
act almost more like
computers than people. We
do what we have been
trained to do rather than
what we feel."

APOLOGY
Due to an oversight, the BG News
published the price per drink for the
Holiday Inn of Bowling Green.
IT IS NOT, AND NEVER HAS BEEN,
OUR POLICY TO DO SO, SINCE THIS
PRACTICE IS UNLAWFUL

"How humanly naked you
are. how programmed your
reactions are--that's where
the issue lies. I think."
Cornillon added
"A woman is oppressed
when she cant feel free to
go to a guy and ask him over
for a drink." Klorio said. "It
is a different kind of
oppression compared to job
oppression, but it is just as
bad '
Cornillon listed several
personal and societal goals
of the men's liberation collective:
-reduction in the work
week, both in days and
hours;
--federal support of day
care centers;
-end to oppression of
gays.
•-full support of the
women's movement goals;
-more part-time work to

allow men to spend more
time in the home and with
other activities
"A LITTLE boy is essentially brought up by females,
but he is constantly being
told to act like a man,"
Klorio said "This is an ideal
condition for insecure
personalities."
Cornillon added. "We
want to get men to spend
more time with the children
Both parents should get
part-time jobs and take time
to be with the children.
"This will provide broader
role models to young males
as well as allow the couple
to spend more time
together "
"People think doing
housework is the woman's
work and the man helps with
it. Economic support is the
man's work and the woman
merely helps with it."
Florio said

"THAT CONSTANT fear
of rape makes me a victim. 1
live my life with this fear
everyday," she continued.
"Walking home at night
from the Rape Crisis Center
is a traumatic experience

"If we could de-emphasize
the sex and concentrate on
the attack itself, then
factors like the woman's
past sex history can be
eliminated from the pro-

CRUSH
C-12 oz. CAfiS OF STRAWBERRY, 0*AN6E
OR GRAPE CRUSH WlTrt TME PURCHASE.
OF AW©? IIXA(f^3i1tmscR«0RC)

A
■.

"BECOME WHAT YOU ARE!"
Wed., April 24, 4:00
Student Services Forum
Christian Science College Organization

Any time a woman has
sexual relations when she
does not have an honest real
sexual desire, she is being
raped. Graff said
"The more power and
status women have as a
whole, the lower the rape
rate will be." she added

universities and surrounding
states.
Feminist films highlighted
Friday night's events
Workthops and discussions
were held Saturday followed
by feminist music, poetry
reading and guerilla theatre
Seminars continued Sunday
morning.
Topics of interest to men
also were discussed,
including male liberation
and the legal constraints for
men and women before and
after the Equal Rights
Amendment.

Topics from "Pensions
and Insurance" to "Radicals
Feminism" were discussed
at the Tri-state Women's
Coalition sponsored by
WOMEN.
About 300 men and women
attended the three-day
event, including students
and instructors from nearby

"A change from a
competive economic system
to a cooperative economic
system is a necessity for
male liberation." Cornillon
added

HAVE
A
BALL!

"Now ask yourself how
many times you have
reacted to this?" she said.
"Most women freeze up
instead of reacting. As the

The walls of University
Hall vibrated last weekend
with topics ranging from
"Sexuality and Self-help" to
"The Role of Women in the
Church."

"We don't want women to
be more like men. we wanl
all people to be equal." he
continued

COME OUT TONIGHT
AND HELP US
CELEBRATE!)

VARSITY LANES
PUTT PUTT
1031 $ .Urn St, It. Ota
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STEAK
BREAK
'1.29

by Harold Rogers
•

fear intensifies, the freezing
it greater."
Graff said women mutt
begin to react in situations
that cause fear. "These
experiences are forms of
rape, but men and women
cannot deal with the concept
of rape out of the confines of
the legal definition."
Women are slowly
becoming aware of this, the
said
I have talked to
women at our center who
said they now realize they
have been raped a hundred
times before by men they
had related to. but they did
not realize it at the time."

Women's coalition

6 PACK

THE BG NEWS AND
HOLIDAY INN SINCERELY

SEARCHING FOR
THE REAL YOU?

GRAFF SAID not only
must men's attitudes
change, but women's
thinking must change as
well
"How many times have
you been pinched in a bar or
had some one put his hand
on your knee when you were
hitchhiking? How many
times have you been leered
al while you were walking
homo''

SHE SAID she believes
most men do not rape
merely for sex "Every man
on earth knows that there is
someone lower than hinland that someone is any
woman who happens to be
around"
Most forcible rapes are an
act of violence more than an
act of sex. she added

FREE!

looMS.mMrJ

APOLOGIZE TO EVERYONE CONCERNED

Convicting rapists is a
short-term goal, she said
"In the long run. it is more
important to change
attitudes than to change
laws if we want to stop the
crime."

Rape is not a totally
sexual crime, she said. "It is
more a crime of hating
women carried out to
extremes "

Men's libbers list personal,
societal goals, stress equality
By Marcla Shaoer
Staff Reporter

secution." she continued.
"Then tome of the
humility, degradation and
guilt of being a victim can
be avoided." she added
If rape could be legally
termed "assault" then more
convictions could be made,
Graff said
It would be
infinitely easier to get the
rapist off the streets."

day-plus one.
Now what
areyon
going to do?
^■■F

Dig into a sleak every Tuesday Irom 4 o'clock
on. Our regular $1.79 Family Steak with baked
potato, tossed salad and roll. We call it Family
Night but it doesn't lake a family to enjoy it —
or even any extra money from home.

F0N0ER0SA STEAK BOUSE

IhrfP

You've been programmed since you
were 5 years old for what happened
yesterday—now how aboul tomorrow?
You may want to consider Today's
Army. Some of your fellow graduates
are. You can match your iob to your education—
and once you've proven your skills you can
advance quickly in pay and responsibility. You
choose your own length ol enlistment—2, 3 or 4
years it's riot a lifetime commitment.
And when you come
out of the Army you'll
have g first-rate
scholarship—the G.I.
Bill—to continue your
education if you wish.
Talk us over with your placement counselor
or phone toll free 800 - 523-4800.

Todays Arm?:
We can serve each other well.
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AAame-'scenery diminishes Lucille Ball'
costumes,
palaces
and
cheesecloth
photography
becomes less than was
intended about the dashing,
flashy, hilarious memoirs of

Review by
Bruce Glqver
Some things are better left
alone and unfortunately,
Hollywood isn't adhering to
this axiom

Patrick Dennis' Auntie
Mame. It blasts across the
screen like a Coco Chanel
and Better Homes and
Garden revue, circa the '20s.

'30s and'40s

DESPITE ITS many
faults, "Mame" is a fun
show and will probably do

Students strike ot Oil

"Lost Horizon," a recent
remake is merely an
ostentatious
rehash
sprinkled with Bacharach
tunes and "Hello Dolly,"
one of the most expensive
films ever made, for all Its
glitter and a brave attempt
by Harbra Streisand, comes
up short of the stage version
and lacks even the charm of
the Matchmaker." which
starred Shirley Booth

ATHENS (AP)-Ohio University
student
workers
went on strike yesterday,
taking about 600 nonacademic
fulltlme
employees with them.'
Peggy Black, director of
public information at Ol'.
said only 100 of 750 members
of American Federation of
State, County and Municipal
Workers i AFSCMW) Local
16W showed up for work.
The AFSCMW workers
reportedly
are honoring
student picket lines on the
Athens campus.
The students, all cafeteria
workers, began their work
stoppage at 4 a.m. yesterday
and had about 50 pickets set

The
most
recent
simulation in cinemascope
is ihi long-awaited musical
film version of "Mame."
which premiered at Radio
City Music Hall in New
York
Directed by Gene Saks,
this gaudy montage of

YOU NAME IT,
WE'VE GOT
PREFERRED PROPERTIES
Houses & Apartments
For Rent
FOR SUMMER & FALL
FANTASTIC PARTY
HOUSE, INDOOR POOL,
AND MUCH, MUCH,
MORE.

up
before
personnel
reported (or work.
The campus-wide strike
was voted last week, after
a one-day walkout at one of
the cafeterias. The students
are seeking university
recognition of their union as
the official bargaining unit
for all student workers.
ABOUT 1.000 students are
involved in the strike,
Including cafeteria, library',
student
union
and
auditorium workers, said
Mark Satchwell, student
strike coordinator
Satchwell
said
the
students will continue the
strike for as long as
necessary.
No talks are scheduled
with university representatives
The students are picketing
all facilities on campus,

MRS. BLACK said the university intends to keep all
five
cafeterias open,
"although we might have to
use paper plates and
simplify the menus."
The five cafeterias serve
7,000 students daily, Mrs
Black said. She said they
would continue to use
administrative personnel in
the kitchens.

Copr

She said the university had
not yet decided what to do
about AFSCMW workers
who did not show up for
work
"So far there are no plans
to take action against
AFSCMW, she said. "But if
it continues there is a
possibility "

853 NAPOLEON RD.
SUITE 5
For info call 352-6248
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T.O.'s CAMPUS CORNER
902 East Wooster St.
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THERE ARE some wildly
funny scenes in the movie-the fox hunt contrived by the
wiley Sally Cato. the parade
of unwed mothers-to-be in
front of the snobbish Upsons
and "The Man in the Moon
Is a Lady" number where
Mame wrecks Vera s new
show in New Haven.
Despite
these
few
highlights. "Mame" will
probably be a disappointment for anyone familiar
with the book or the 1958
film version.
I can think of no better
way of expressing my disillusionment than by quoting
VersCharles: "Pity."

DOONESBURY

or
352-7660

OKAY/ THE
NOMINEES
FOR BEST
FOR HIS
SUPP0RT1N6 ROLE IN
MALE CON- THE MILK
SPIRAXX
PEAL..
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NOW RENTING FOR

SUMMER - SPECIAL RATES
a few still left for Fall

2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

42
43
45
46
4"»
52

Close to Campus

IF SO, STOP OUT TO CHERRV
HILL VILLAGE AND SEE WHY WE
HAVE THE BEST APARTMENTS IN
TOWN.

"Cablevision Available"

Uppi ri'l.i.■< -

.11 CroMwIw.
16 With .i M'lillopril
edge.
17 Wrinkle.
18 Gloomy.
.1° Bunk or trundle.
in Deborah and
.lean.
II Win* a card
game.

Call Maurer Green For
Low Summer Rates

10-5 DAILY

57 Throw.
58 lint of forre.
5*) Sea eagle.
DOWN
1 Dutch painler
Fran*.
2 Water: Sp.
I Community
Cheat -Mul".I
1 Playwright
Albee.
5 The wise men.
6 I'riest's garment.
7 Works over a
manuscript.
8 Regret deeply.
9 Warm or cold.
10 Weapon: Colhw|.
II Mountain* In
Kirghiz.
12 Intimate.
11
and in.
marty, Scot's
couniv.
18 Man'* name
meaning watchful.
19 Be deferred to
ihe future.
21 Philosopher
Immanuel.
24 Chatter.
25 Met. ii- measure.
26 Thine, for sale.
28 Expounder.
29 **
me out
of hou*c and
home."
10 Shabby: Colloq.
32 Faint.
V, Extinct wild ox.
35 Military ballad*.

for Mame's
lifestyle.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
16
38
41
42
44
15

55 The*pian Booth.
56 Hammer or
long*.

I Rabbit.
5 Soil* of clay
and sand.
10 Wild MM of the*
Himalaya*.
11 Ripened.
15 _ In the dark.
16 Medley.
17 Bavarian-horn
humorous author.
20 Mi H .in tour,
21 Mark)* (he boundaries of.
22 Important time.
2.1 Part of a I'resident'* name.
21 I
I
26 Srottish inventor
Jame*.
27 S-flhaped rarvoa,
II Kindled.
.12 Spider*.
13 Soft palate

excuie to add more
costumes and sets.
The only song not
appearing incongruous is the
"Mame" number itself; the
remainders could be
dropped with no adverse
effects whatsoever.
Bruce Davison as Patrick.
Mame's nephew, appears as
a very
unsympathetic
character
lacking
the
maturity and grace the role
demands.
Jane Connel as Agnes
Gooch manages to develop
her character to a comic
crescendo and remains so
throughout. Her wide-eyed,
sheepdog innocence and
scandalous
appraisal
of
Mame's actions and friends
serve as a perfect balance

HOWEVER.
Mame
becomes a t&ajgt-ring circus
mistress who always has a
box full of gliter and tinsel to
brighten up a rainy day.
A major fault of the
Warner Bros.' production is
the music which might have
worked well on stage but on
film
it swamps "the
continuity of the Paul Zindel
screenplay, robs the film of
most of Its charm and
emerges as merely an

M Citn I i-raiuft* Ctiip

ACROSS

Going To Summer School

352-0717

Need a Little Christmas"
scene, diminish the Mame
character.
Dennis intended Mame tq
be the empathetic eccentric
character Rosalind Russell
perfected in the 1958 film
version.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Humor columnist Art Buchwald will speak at 8 p.m.
Monday at Findlay College
His column appears daily in newspapers across the
country. He has written books including "I Never Danced at
the White House" and "Have I Ever Lied to You?".
Tickets for the talk may be obtained at the Findlay
College Student Activities Office and the B & C- Drug Store

FOR INFORMATION
CALL - 352-9378

SUMMER LEASE AVAILABLE
SPECIAL RATES-JUNE 15th
TO AUG. 30th $300.00 FOR
COMPLETE APARTMENT.

are
not,

Columnist Buchwald
to lecture in Findlay

"Cablevision Available"

STILL LOOKING FOR
A PLACE TO LIVE
THIS SUMMER & FALL

whether students
employed there or
Satchwell said.

well at the box office. How
could a show lose with the
Inimitable talents of Lucille
Ball as Mame. Beatrice
Arthur as Vera Charles and
Robert
Preston
as
Beauregard?
But
even
these
outstanding performers take
a back seat to and become a
part of the scenery. Who can
compete with a 3 Beekman
Place apartment which
excells the Winter Palace of
the Homonavs or an antebellum mansion rivaling
Tara?
Certainly Ball has the flair
and elan to play Mame
which she does to the hilt
and beyond, but many of the
more poignant moments in
the movie, such as the "We

AIR CONDITIONED - FURNISHED

CAMPUS MANOR
(behind Burger Chef & Mr. Ed's)

352-9302

AFTER 5 352-7365

The BGSU Karate Club will meet tonight from 8-10
p.m. in the South Gym of the Women's Building Open
to the public New classes slartlng
AIDES
Ride needed to Columbus
Fri April 26 alter I 00
Heather. 371-3507
LOST AND FOUND
Lost
Alpha Gamma
Delta pinky ring
"Family" heirloom II
found, please call 3724384
Lost Star saphire ring.
Pink stone, gold setting.
Personal value. If found
please call 371-3138.
Found: Helmet call and
describe 373-1811

WEEKDAYS & SUNDAY

COKE

9-11
FRI. & SATURDAY

8-PACK 16 OZ.

9-12

HELP WANTED
Plzsa makers and delivery people wanted.
Apply in person at
Pagliai's, 1004 South
Main St.
WANTED

S*s

737 S. MAIN

Female rmte. needed
summer
Close to
campus. 850/mth. 3721111.
F. raunt. wanted. Summer Own room. Call 3528223
Needed 1 m rml to Uve
la Haven House neat
year 382-8907 or 371-4447
Needed: person to sublet

apt. for summer. Low
rate. 351-7917.
1 or 2 f. roommates
needed to share apt.
summer qtr Call Joyce,
1-2011.
One female needs apartment immediately Call
352-7877, after 5.

to area. 1-24 week pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist. Immediate
arrangements will be
made with no hassle. Call
collect 24 hour service.
21M31-1657
For your PHOTOGRAPHIC Needs: portraits, passports, applications and etc.
Wetssbrod Studio 123 W.
Wooster Ph 3S4-9041

2 m to share apt at Chry
HU1 for 74-75. Ph 3721854 or 371-3151

SKIN PROBLEM? Men
and women clear up your
complexion with easy to
use STARLITE Call for
appointment. Betty. 3526641

SERVICES OFFERED

PERSONALS

CUSTOM WEDDING
RINGS by PHILIP
MORTON at THE
WORKING • HAND
CRAFT CENTER 515
Conoeaut.

Here's to the greatest big
brother around - Mark,
I'm so happy to be your
TEKE Li'l Sis. Love,
Sue

TYPIST - Kipenenced la
typing dissertations,
theses, termpapers. Ph.
353-1601
INTERESTED IN NO
FRILLS LOW-COST JET
TRAVEL to Europe. The
Middle East. The Far
East. Africa, or practically anywhere' EDUCATIONAL FLIGHTS
can help you find the
least expensive way for
getting where you want
to go. Phone as toll-free,
M hours a day. at (8001
Abortion
Information
Service. Clinic very close

BUS STATION CARRY
OUT - Nest to Hydraulic
Rm 500 Lehman.
FOR SALE
72 Vega Hatchback. 4
apd. Good cond Must
sell Make an offer 352
10x50 mobile home in
good condition 655-3792.
Pioneer SXC26 stereo receiver, 110 watts RMS
New 8470 now $340. BSR
710 turntable »125 3525785.
2 Altec Lansing (floor
speakers I. Pioneer SA1000 amp, Benjamin

Mira cord 50 H II turntable. Call 352-6638
before 11:00 a.m.
FOR RENT
LOOKING FOR AN
APARTMENT' TRY
OURS. 8th Street Apartments. 80S to 815. 8th
Street. 2 bedroom, furnished, air conditioned
8210 mo for 9 mos. 8188
mo for 12 mos Call 3520717
for further
information.
Apt. to sublet sum. qtr .
1 bdrm . Winthrop Terr.
Call 352-6055 after 6:00
Sublet 2 man apt. turn..
a/c. utilities Inc. 8180
mo. (Campus Manor), 21725
Male student
Single
room 4 bath. Avail, now.
231S Prospect
FIRST
TIME
ADVERTISED
FALL AND SUMMER
818 Seventh Street. 2 bedroom furnished, heat,
water, air cond., cablevision Included - dishwasher optional. FALL
RATES. 4 persons 887.50
each. 3 persons 879.50
each. Ask about summer
rates
Now Renting For Fall
Qtr.. Fare. 2 bad.. 2
baths. 8225 mo. 3 occupants. 8140 mo. 4
occupants, bed. turn., 2
adults 8170 mo. Prices
are for a 8 mo. lease,
beat 4 water turn., lower
prices for 1 year lease.
Call for our low i

rates and inspection 352
4384 or 1-893-1862 collect
2 bedroom, air conditioned, carpeted, downtown, June 1. 352-7763
Nice 2 bed apts for 4
students
Furn, a/c.
Summer 4 Fall rentals
with 8 mo. leases and
special summer rates.
Buff Apts 1470 and 1490
Clough. Call 354-7541 or
353-3143 for information
APARTMENTS
RENT 352-4671.

TO

Apts. in houses for 3 or 4
students Phone 352 9302
from 1-5 or 362-7386
evenings
Apts. and rooms near
campus. Fall and
summer rentals Phone
352-7385.
2 man furn., air cond.
apt. summer. Close to
campus. I til pd 352
7787.
_^_
Subleasing, furn. 1 bdrm.
apt. 8300 for entire
summer. 352-5072
EH. to sublet - summer
dose to campus - call
851-0121, 352-8346
NOW LEASING
NEWLOVE
APARTMENTS
Nice two bedroom apartments for four students.
Big closets, carpeting
throughout, good locations.
Apartment
buildings located at 521
Eaat Merry and 824 Sixth
Street. Phone 363-7SU for
farther Information

TMM<I), A<KM
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Leadership—
Haas excels in clutch MAC games
By Mark Glover
Allitlail Sporti Editor
If you wanted to send a pro
scout a list of things Falcon
shortstop Gary Haas cannot
do on a baseball diamond,
you might try sending a
blank sheet of paper
The versatile BG captain
went to work last weekend
and demonstrated his wide
range of talents, much to the
distress of Mid-American
Conference (MAC) foes
Miami University and Ball
State
Going into last weekend's
action. Haas had the
reputation of a top
performer
His all-MAC
first team selection last
season was enough to give
opposing coach a few
worries.
However, the senior was
experiencing something
else heading into last
weekend's games-a slump.
Haas had not been tagging

the ball with his usual
authority in the Falcons'
first 16 games.
THE STORY changed
The MAC was for all the
marbles
and
Haas
responded with stellar
performances.
In last Friday's games
with Miami (the Redskins
winning the first game. 4-2.
and BG winning the second
game. 2-1). the Falcon
captain collected three hits
in five official trips to the
plate He also stole a base,
performed flawlessly in the
field, scored the winning run
in the second game and
rattled the opposition with
simple hustle
After
the
Miami
encounters. Falcon coach
Don Purvis said. "You can't
forget the Old Man' la nickname pinned on Haas for
being 26 years old) He s the
best player on the field, even
though a lot of people don't

know it."
Haas demonstrated more
of his baseball versatility
against Ball SUte (BG
winning. 9-5), and losing, 118, in the second game of the
doubleheader)
last
Saturday.
In the doubleheader. Haas
had four hits and a walk in
eight trips to the plate
(including a double and a
triple). He batted in four
runs and scored three runs.
In the second game with the
Cardinals, the BG captain
collected his 146th career
hit. placing him first in that
category.
UNDOUBTEDLY, the
statistics describe a fine
individual effort, but even
more important is the fact
that Haas performed well
against MAC competition.
In fact. Haas has a truly
remarkable history of performing well in the MAC encounters when the games

with improving his own individual performance for the
team's sake.

really start to count.
In his first three years, the
captain batted 379 against
conference schools. In 1972.
when the Falcons wrapped
up the league title on the last
day of the season. Haas
batted a phenomenal .433
and fielded 30 chances
without a single error in
league play. In addition, he
set the conference record
for hits last year in MAC
play with 29.
What it all adds up to is
'that the senior captain can
come through in the clutch
games. This is especially
important because 10 teams
are eligible for the MAC
title this year, making every
game in the conference a
clutch game.
When asked whether he
gets especially psyched for
the MAC contests after the
Ball State doubleheader.
Haas said that this is not
exactly the case The senior
said he is more concerned

THE AREA for improvement at that time was
hitting and Haas explained
why he had such a good
weekend.
"I haven't been hitting
that well," said the Falcon
captain. "I just started
moving closer to the plate
and I started seeing the ball
a little better."
Needless to say. the
strategy worked.
Looking back to the 1972
title year. Haas said that
this year's team has a better
than average chance to end
up on top.
"We had a lot better
hitting then (1972). but our
pitching is better this year."
said Haas
THE CAPTAIN likes to let
his performances do the
talking for him and says that
as a team leader he likes "to
say less and do more."
"I try to talk to the guys
sometimes in the dugout,
but I'm not a great speechmaker," said the shortstop

Play Xavier today

Diamondmen split twice
By Mark Glover
Assistant Sports Editor
Win one and lose one was
the story of the Falcon
baseball fortunes las!
weekend This action could
prove to be the story of a
very tight Mid-American
Conference (MAO race this
season
The BG diamondmen 11371 split a doubleheader with
rival Miami University last
Friday, the Redskins 117-9)
taking the first encounter. 42. while the Falcons took the
second game. 2-1. Against
Ball State 19-4-1) last
Saturday, the BG nine won
the initial contest. 9-5. and
lost the nightcap, 11-8
This stalemate action
appears to be prophetic.
Ball State and Northern
Illinois are eligible for the
MAC crown this season
along with eight other
teams. The additional competition will make it
extremely tough for any
team to run off and hide
from the others
FULLY aware of this
situation last weekend.
Falcon mentor Don Purvis
wanted to win three of the
four encounters His team
almost succeeded, coming
only one disastrous inning
short Saturday.
The weekend started in a
bad way last Friday when
Miami
came
into
Falconland and proceeded to
do their usual thing-beat the
Falcons.
Big Dan Hebel was on the
mound for the BG crew,
squaring off against
Miami's ace. Gary Wright.
Both pitchers started out
tight and execution on both
sides was below par in the
initial MAC encounter for
both teams. Consequently.

the score after the second
inning was. 2-2.
Both pitchers settled down
after this and stifled
offensive threats. Miami
broke the ice in their half of
the fifth frame when the
Redskins' Al Mills singled in
leftfielder Gene Ziegler
Miami added a run in the
sixth and the issue was
drawn
Wright was hurling a
masterpiece on the mound
and shutout the Falcons in
the remaining innings,
giving up only four hits
Wright set a Redskin record
with the win becoming ths
career leader in victories
with 21
THE MIAMI
triumph
over the Falcons was their
ninth in a row and had more
than a few fans wondering
aloud, "What the hell do we
have to do to beat these
guys'""
The question was
answered in the next hour
and a half as Hie Ricmond
outdueled Miami's Jack
Kucek on the mound The
two hurlers battled through
four innings with the
Redskins holding a 1-0
advantage
BG battled back in the
fifth inning as Mark Aprile
cracked a single, scoring the
fleet-footed Jim Fosnaugh
In the sixth frame, shortstop Gary Haas singled and
went to second base on a
sacrifice. Into the batter's
box stepped the big freshman designated hitter
Jerry Shupe. Relief pitcher
Steve Imhoff delivered and
so did Shupe. The first-year
Falcon smacked a single,
scoring Haas with the
winning run
Richmond had his fourth
win of the year against one
loss pitching, an impressive

three-hitter which broke the
"Miami jinx."
SATURDAY proved to be
hitter's day. In the initial
encounter against Ball
SUte. the Falcons started
consistent Kip Young
Through four innings. Young
held the Cardinals to two
runs as his teammates
amassed nine runs.
In the Falcon surge,
senior catcher Dave
Wellman drove in two runs
while Haas drove in another
pair and scored two himself.
Young gave up a three-run
homer (Gregg Minegar's
third > in the fifth inning but
held on to take the 9-5
decision. It was Young's
fourth win against one loss.
In the second game. Ball
State jumped on Mike
Frilling early with five runs
in the first inning. However.
BG fought back in the
second frame as catcher
Gary Owen and Haas each
doubled in a pair of runs.
After the Cardinals scored
two more runs in the third.
BG came storming back
again in the fifth with four
runs to gain an 8-7
advantage. The "fatal
seventh inning" then
arrived, at least from BG's
point of view.
Richmond was brought in
for relief pitcher Jim Joyce
after the latter gave up a
walk and a single. Richmond
was scorched for three runs
and the Falcons took a loss
that Purvis later called
"extremely disappointing."

The Falcons travel south
today to play a doubleheader
with Xavier University in
Cincinnati Mike Hale and
Romie Schwieterman are
expected to handle the
mound chores for the
Falcons.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
FAST, FREE, HOT DELIVERY

CALL US AT
352-5221
THE PEOPLE PIZZA PERIOD.

Gary Horn vcnatility personrfM

Dial Falcon Hotline 372-BGSU

Looking ahead to the rest
of this season. Haas said he
believes that BG is "far
from out of it (the MAC
race i" with only two losses

ENERGYCHECK#2
ECONOMY TUNE-UP INCLUDES:

••••••••••••••••

UAO

An fci imoiny Tune up starts with our
rune up m a Bo*", that's designed for
oil W6V W74GMcars It contains lach spark plugs, points, condenser.
Than we Sol factory engine dwell and
liming lot your particular car, adjust
I orburetOf idle speed ond fuel mix^^^^
turf, check the PCV valve, inspect
oil hoses (or deterioration and
tighten as necessary, check batteryclean and coat terminals, inspect all belts for
|h)en iis necessary, check air cleaner element
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•PINBALL TOURNAMENT*
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$1.00 ENTRY FEI
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BUCKEYE ROOM * UNION
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PLAY 4 MACHINES HIGH
TOTAL WINS A TROPHY
SIGN UP NOW - UAO OFFICE *
3RD FLOOR - UNION 2-2343 *
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HOLIDAY BUICK INC.
NORTH DIXIE HIGHWAY - 352-7688

- FEATURING Char Broiled Slruks and
('hups
Full Course r'amil) Dinner
II VARIETIES
PANCAKES & WAFFLES
Open Tie* ihru Sat. ■:: :t0-Jt
Sundass : .III-T im
412 EAST W00STER
BANQUET ROOM

PURVIS admitted that
perhaps he "went to the well
once too often with
Richmond," who had a lot of
work the past week.
The Falcon coach added
that the MAC race "hasn't
been settled yet" at this

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL NEW
MORTAR BOARD TAPPEES!
FROM THIS YEARS MEMBERS

When asked about being
called the Old Man" by the
other players, Haas said he
enjoys it and laughs at it
The captain added that the
nickname conveys a certain
amount of respect with it. .

early stage of the season

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

With:

Sunglasses
Hats, Scarf Hats • Bathing Suit Close-outs
• Suntan Lotions
Halters
(Bain de Soleil, Coppertone,
Tote Bags
Q.T., Bonnie Bell, Baby Oil)

Powder
Puff
525 Ridge St.

ffi
GSfiV
'

West of McDonald

THE BROTHERS OF

PI KAPPA ALPHA
Congratulate Their New
Officers
President -

Jeff Janson

Vice-President •

Ray Marvar

Treasurer -

Al Schleimer

Secretary -

Don Williams

IFCRep-

Mike Barber

Social Chairman -

Ron Dunn

Kitchen Steward -

Hank Thomas

House Managers -

Dean Jewel
Larry Goldstein

Sgt.-at-arms -

Scott Hummel

2,000 TCK615 51^. l£fT

/RAY 9 8r-rmHfcU
*5.oeneral ad.
6.o(ayoft>rio\rv

Available; Union tictet

Office o»cL

Finders Record

Stickers explode early;
devastate Denison, 12-9
ByDaaGarfleld
Aiiliuni Sparti Editor
Suffering succotash' The
Falcon stickers are unbeatable
If there were any doubts
that Bowling Green could
beat the big boys, last
Saturday's 12-9 win over
powerful Denison proved
otherwise
The Falcons stormed to a
6-0 first-period lead, and
were never headed en route
to their fifth win ol the
season against no losses. It
also was their third Midwest
Lacrosse
Association
1MI.A1 victory in as many
tries.
Combinations played a big
role in Saturday's win for

BG Fine stick work and
passing by the MLA's
leading assist artist Verne
Zabek. and a "don't-give-upthe-ship" defense in the
closing minutes of the fourth
period highlighted BG's
action.
The fireworks started
before most of the estimated
1.600 spirited fans were
seated. Within 17 seconds of
the opening whistle. Paul
Collins rifled a shot into
creaseman Steve Cabalka
for BG's initial tally.
BUT THE MAIN spark
plug on oflense was senior
midfielder Paul Wayne who
infiltrated the Big Hed
defense for three first-per
iod goals.

Big Red coach Tommy
Thompson stood amazingly
cool on the sidelines while
watching his forces being
"smoked" on all fronts of
the game At 5 45, after BG
tallied its fifth goal of the
first period. Thompson
replaced starting goalie
Dick Bergen with freshman attackman-turned-goalieTim Moulton.
Thompson's replacement
seemed to turn the Big Red
machine from near
extinction to a game
contender
Although the
Falcons outshot Denison 13-5
in the first period, the
momentum started to shift
towards the Red side of the
ledger in period two.
"I was thinking back to

3 PORTS
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when we jumped off to two
3-0 leads in 1866 and '6B, and
they (Denison) came back
to beat us." said Cochrane.
"That first quarter had
some of the finest lacrosse
you'll ever see," said
Cochrane. "We smoked
them all over, and after that
first period, we were just
exhausted You could say it
was emotional tiredness. We
did all the work while
Denison just stood around.''
THE BIG RED started to
move in the second period.
One by one, Denison tallied
goals past BG goalie Pat
Collura, who up until 9 48 of
the second period was
playing flawless goaltending. Collura said one of
the reasons for Denison's
comeback was a "natural
letdown by everybody."
"It happens all the time,"
said the Falcon goalie ' 'You
can't help to letdown after
you get a big lead. But the
big thing ii that we beat

them, and that's all that
count*."
The door was finally shut
on Denison at 3:56 in the
second quarter after BG's 60 lead dwindled to 6-4 in the
waning minutes of first-half
action. BG's Rick Knowles
caught the Big Red sleeping
with one second remaining
before halftime, scoring
what could have been the
turning point in the contest.
LIKE A LATE-NIGHT
rerun, the opening of the
second half of action started
on its course like the
opening period. BG jumped
off to another six-point lead.
10-4. with Tony "Mario"
Vaccaro supplying two of
the Falcons' three quick
third-quarter goals.
The never-say-die Denison
club came roaring back with
three tallies of its own but
the damage was already
done. Two ferocious
quarters by the Falcons
were too much for the Big
Red to swallow
Outstanding defense in the
fourth stanza prevented the
Big Red from charging past
the F'alcons. Returning after
an injury. Cliff Holand led a
determined line of BG
defenders
The Falcons are now tied
with Ohio Wesleyan at the
top in the MLA at 3-0.
The Big Hed is floundering
at 1-5 this season with 1-1 in
the league The F'alcons will
travel to Michigan State
tomorrow for another MLA
contest while the Red are at
Kenyon for a conference
match.

.
IntQnSe

Falcon creaseman Steve Cabalka it a ttudy in concentration
* h* wai»» *°' ° P'»y *• develop. Cabalka tallied two good
latt Saturday againtt Denison. (Newsphoto by Joseph Glick)
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Netters split MAC pair
By Dan Garfteld
Assistant Sporti Editor
When you look at the
Falcon netters' individual
performances, there are a
number of players with fine
records, thus making BG a
serious Mid-American Conference (MAC) contender.
But when you take a look
at the team's 4-8 record, it
doesn't look impressive
Last weekend, the netters
split a pair of MAC matches
with Kent State (8-1) and
Ohio University i 4-5 >

Cradle

Senior attockman John bawen cradle* the ball past a defender during earlier
season action. Bo wen and hit teammates downed a talented Deniton lacrosse
team, 12-9, last Saturday before 1,600 fans at Doyt. I. Perry Field.
(Newsphoto by Carl Seid)

Spikers' bright note-Maclin
By Jerry Maiek
BG track tutor Mel Brodt
and Ron Weber left this
morning lor the Drake
Relays in Kansas, aiming
for a fresh start after his
track squad performed
poorly in two outings last
weekend
Weber will compete in the
decathalon tomorrow and
Thursday.
Lou Maclin s school

record in the triple jump
was the lone bright spot last
weekend as the cindermen
competed in relays at
Lawrence. Kan . and Ohio
State The Falcons failed to
place first or second in any
event, and Brodt termed the
outings disappointing "
It was mostly a mental
problem." he said
The
team was physically, but not
mentally, ready. Its a
problem we'll try to

correct."
Maclin's triple jump
effort of 48 3'i" established
a school standard, good for
fourth place in the Ohio
State Helays in Columbus
Decathalon competitor Jan
Rubins suftered a poor first
day. Brodt said, and finished
12th in an 18-man field with
5.835 points
Junior Don See sprinted to
a fourth place finish in with
a 48 7 clocking in the 440 and
anchored the 880-relay team
of Tim LoDico, Gary
Whittaker and Kon Taylor
The quintet placed fourth in
1 know I've been on the
1:28.3.
other side Tennis was never
A 3:17.6 effort by LoDico.
more corrupt than when it
Marvin Anderson. Taylor
had the so-called amateurs and See gave them the No. 6
taking their payoffs under
spot in the mile relay.
the table."
Senior distance ace Craig
Macdonald turned in the
Billie Jean was the main highest Falcon finish of the
showpiece at a press weekend, placing third in
conference called to the three-mile run at Kansas
announce the $100,000 in 13:42,
tournament Oct 14-19 at the
Other cindermen at
12.000-seat Los Angeles Kansas did not fare as well
Sports Arena
Senior team captain Dave
Fegley failed to qualify for
The top 16 players of the
the finals in the high
18-tournament
Virginia hurdles, turning in times of
Slims circuit will qualify for 14.4 and 142 in the prethe rich event by a perliminaries.
formance percentage based
In the 440 intermediate
on appearance in at least hurdles. Fegley placed
five tournaments
eighth in 53.1 after being
clocked at 527 in the
The field is expected to preliminaries.
include the top women, such
In the only other events
as Mrs King, Chris Evert,
the Falcon* entered at
Evonne Goolagong, Virginia Kansas, the four-mile realy
Wade and Rosemary Casals
team placed sixth in 16 57 1.

Women's tennis booms
NEW YORK (API
Women's tennis continued
its financial boom yesterday
with the announcement of a
$100,000 tournament bearing
a first prize of $32,000. but
Billie Jean King insisted it's
not going to spoil the court
ladies.
It will be the second
$100,000 event for the
women, joining the Family
Circle Cup which holds its
second annual tourney at
Sea Pines. S.C.. starting
April 30
"Aren't you afraid so
much money is likely to
corrupt the sport''" a
woman reporter asked the
Wimbledon champion at a
news conference
"No, it will make it more
honest," replied Billie Jean
tartly. "Ill beautiful On
the contrary, more money
will nuke the game more
. honest.

and the distance medley
team finished 17th in an 18team field in 10 27.7.
"The weather was
miserable and we were
horrible." Brodt said
The F'alcons will try to
regroup their forces this
weekend when they compete
in relays at Drake and Ball
State

Leading season singles
winners for BG. Doug
Dennis (No. 6) and captain
Tim Hoover (No. 4) upped
their overall marks to 8-2
and 7-5 respectively with
double conference wins. In
doubles. Hob Dowling and
Larry Dister moved closer
to a post-season MAC
tournament seed with two
In the Kent State match,
everyone upped their singles
marks with easy wins. First
singles freshman Rich
Herbst won his first conference match of the year,
defeating the Flashes'
Denny Burns, 6-2, 6-3, while
No. 2 man Dister upped his
conference mark to 2-1 with

an impressive 6-1, 6-3 win
over Mark Ayusz
Hoover breezed 6-1, 6-1.
and the bottom three men
for BG. Casey Daganhardt.
Dowling and Dennis, at four,
five and six singles respectively took easy matches
Daganhardt defeated Gerry
Schur, 7-6. 6-4, Dowling win
6-2, 6-2 and Dennis kept his
MAC leading mark intact,
whipping Dave Shorr. 6-2. 60.
The doubles were twothirds successful as Hoover
and Dennis and Dister and
Dowling combined for wins
At first doubles. Herbst and
Daganhardt struggled with
Burns and Ayusz before
tumbling. 6-4. 4-6. 6-4. in
three sets.
THE Ol match was disappointing to coach Bob
Gill, who was anticipating
some good matches with the
fairly even Bobcats Gill
said the players were slow
to pick up and many
matches went three sets.
"We started out real slow
and only Dowling was able
to win his first set." said
Gill. "His match went down
to the last point in the
match, where he lost at
match point in the third set.
That was the turning point
We could have won it all

right there
"We had another chance
to win. In doubles we could
have swept all three
matches, but Herbst and
Daganhardt lost in three
sets." he added
Although the Falcons lost
5-4 to the Bobcats, they are
2-2 in the MAC Gill said a
possibility remains that five
of the six singles players and

two of the three doubles
pairs could grab post-season
placings in the MAC
tournament.
Three of our players
have 3-1 league records.
Dennis is 4-0. and Larry
Dister is 2-2 They have the
best chance for a conference
seeding." said Gill "We
could very well grab two of
three doubles seeds also."

Hockey awards
Mike Bartley garnered
two Most Valuable Player
(MVP) awards last Wednesday at the annual varsity
hockey banquet
The senior captain of the
1973-74 icers won the Rink
Rats' MVP trophy (voted by
the fans) and the varsity
MVP honor (voted by team
members)
Falcon coach Ron Mason
was presented with a plaque
honoring Hartley's accomplishments The award will
become an established prize
for future winners of the
Rink Rats "Falcon of the
Year" award.
Bartley also picked up an
award for his accomplishments as a senior as did
teammates Ron Wise and
BobSchlitts.
BG CENTER Bob Dobek

won two pieces of hardware
at the annual dinner.
Dobek. who led the nation
in goals scored with 44. was
given the Dr. Sam Cooper
Award for most team points
scored in a season (86). In
addition. "Dobie" was voted
the outstanding forward by
his teammates.
Junior forward Steve Ball
was given the "Gay Blade"
award signifying morale and
incentive on the team.
Freshman goalie Al Sarachman was voted the Most
Improved Player for his fine
puck-stopping job. Kevin
MacDonald was selected as
the outstanding defenseman
for the year.
MacDonald. Roger Archer
and Dobek were designated
as tri-captains for next
year's Falcon skaters.

Walters tops MAC entires

Golfers 6th of Kepler tourney
By Dick Rees
Staff Writer

the upcoming and important
Northern Intercollegiate
Invitational tournament.

A sixth place finish
recorded by the Falcon golf
team last weekend in the
Kepler Invitational isn't as
bad as it appears
Bowling Green was third
among Mid-American Conference schools competing
as Miami with an 1.198 total
and Ball State with an 1.199
figure narrowly edged the
Falcons.
However. MAC contender
Ohio University fell apart in
the final round and finished
a distant 15th with a 1,223
total
Falcon mentor John Piper
explained that the finish was
good for the Falcons
because the results are used
for determining a berth in

"THE BEST thing we
gained was a 22-stroke lead
over OU in contention for
the Northern Intercollegiate." he said.
The other qualifying
tourney for the Northern is
the MAC Invitational, which
is Monday and will be hosted
by Miami, which has a
three-stroke advantage over
the Falcons.
Although the Falcon score
(1.201) was BG's highest
ever in the Kepler, Piper
said the entire field scored
higher than in previous
years.
Host Ohio State won the
54-hole tourney with an 1.182
total and Kentucky and

Michigan State finished
second
and
third/
respectively.
Junior Ken Walters highlighted the Falcon stick
swinging as he recorded a
231 total to top all MAC
individuals in the tournament Walters had a shot at
being the tourney's
medalist, but a 42 on the last
nine holes put him in fourth
place.

didn't beat me; I let him be
the medalist with my bad
final nine." Walters
deadpanned.
Steve Mossing finished
with a 236 total, which tied
him for third place among
MAC individuals
"Steve had a steady
tournament. He kept the ball
on the fairway more than
before and that's encouraging," Piper said.

"THAT'S THE best
tournament I've had. I was
hitting the ball great,"
Walters said. The Falcon cocaptain, disappointed that
be didn't win medalist
honors, was still staisfied
with his performance.
"The thing that makes me
mad is that the other guy
(Ohio State's Paul Davis)

Mark McConnell had 243,
John Stewart had 245. Jim
Smith fired a 246 and freshman Jim Decker rounded
out the BG scorers with a
249
"DECKER HAD a few
bad breaks. He had his ball
off the fairway a few times
and bad a few rulings go

against him. He had a bad
tourney, something which 1
don't expect to happen
again," Piper related.
Saturday's weather was
ideal for golf, but Sunday the
wind hampered the golfers.
The greens also were a
liability for the linksters.
McConnell described it best
when be said it was like
putting on concrete.
"It was unreal. The
greens were so hard. The
course played short, and you
could be bitting the ball real
good and still not score,"
McConnell explained.
"I played the best golf of
my life Sunday and had an 82
and a 38," McConnell said. A
45 in the first round hurt the
co-captain's chances for a
better final score.

